Graphitii Could Help Users Create High-quality Cinemagraphs
That Draw Peoples' Attention And Instantly Impress Them To
Their Business
Graphitii is a web-based software that turns user's video into a cinemagraph that
converts. It is more than a photo editing tool. The product majors on making
high-quality cinemagraphs.
Graphitii is a web-based software that turns user's video into a cinemagraph that converts. It is more
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/MarketersMedia/ -- This premium cloud-based service allows marketers to tap into the power of
eye-catching and unique motion to create beautiful cinemagraphs in just a few minutes. Users can
also get the software to work without having skills or any expensive software like Photoshop.
Due to Graphitii, users are now able to create stunning and unique cinemagraphs based on their
styles with a few simple clicks. There is no need for doing any complicated process or having any
technical background. Moreover, Graphitii is 100% web-based, so there is no complexity for users to
install from any devices. They are allowed to get access to the software from anywhere including
their computer and their mobile phone.
The producers give their users the power to import all of their photos and videos directly into
Graphitii software without any difficulties. By doing this, not only can users have better control over
their business, but they can also improve the interaction with their customers and create fully
customized cinemagraph until it meets their expectation.
In addition, the software allows users to create cinamegraph simply and instantly to use. This could
help them save a lot of money because hiring outsourcing designers for their promotion videos is no
longer needed.
The tool is very easy to use. After running the software, the user can upload video and cut their clip
to the perfect length. Next, select the frame they want to use as the frozen portion of their
cinemagraph. The user can then choose the area they want to bring to life by "colouring it in".
Finally, decide to export their cinemagraph as a GIF or MP4, or share it directly to social media, and
instantly inspire their followers to action.
"When it comes to Facebook ads the hardest part is creating those images that your target audience
can't ignore. When you get that perfect image/gif that brings down your ad spend and increases
your sales conversions you know your onto a winner. Graffiti makes this so easy. I'm even using it to
create gifs to put into my email campaigns to increase click through rates. It's a winner!" quoted by
Alex Sebastian, a happy customer of this product.
Moreover, the faster responsive customers get an abundance of interesting bonuses with Graphitii
soft. Some of these include:
oViral Video Box: This plugin for WordPress allows marketers to brand audio and video players with
their logo.
oVideo Marketing Blueprint: Users will learn how to use videos to market their business and
generate huge leads without amazing video making or recording skills to start.
oVideo Rank Alliance: Marketers can learn about the simple but powerful techniques to rank their
videos on YouTube quickly and easily. This bonus is totally newbie friendly and no experience
needed.
For more detailed information, please visit Graphitii software review and bonus.
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